Directions to HSC - Lecture Hall 1 (LH 1)
Health Sciences Tower
101 Nicolls Road
Stony Brook, NY 11794
map

From HSC Garage: (requires monthly garage access)
Enter HSC through rear entrance of HSC garage and proceed straight to end of hallway and at fork, follow curve to right. Proceed diagonally (right) passed the Seminar Room 2A (on left) and Lecture Hall 2 (on right). Proceed straight and turn right at escalator and LH 1 is directly to left.
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From Hospital Garage:
Take ticket at garage toll booth. Walk through hospital lobby, passed Starbucks and cafeteria (towards adjoining HSC building) and take 3 escalators (not elevator) down to 2nd Floor. Immediately off escalator, LH 1 is directly to the left.
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From West Campus:
Walking from West Campus, take underpass (near Life Sciences bus stop) under Nicolls Road. Proceed through outdoor patio to Health Sciences Tower. There are 3 separate entrances- choose middle set of doors and proceed straight towards escalator and LH 1 is ahead on right, (immediately before escalator).
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